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Summary

1. Here we review past work that has studied the
composition of luminal fluid in organs, with a focus on
measures of calcium and pH in the exocrine glands. This
luminal environment is “external” to the mammalian body
and is not subject to the usual mechanisms of homeostatic
control. Instead it is controlled by the behaviour of the cells
that line the lumen.

2. We discuss the likely possibility that rapid and
local changes in calcium and pH occur within
microdomains in the lumen. Further we present preliminary
evidence, using live-cell imaging of intact pancreatic
fragments that support the idea that pH changes do occur.
Our evidence indicates that exocytosis of secretory granules
in pancreatic acinar cells leads to a loss of protons from the
granule and a subsequent local acidification of the lumen.

3. These changes in luminal composition are placed
in the context of diseases of the pancreas, such as cystic
fibrosis and pancreatitis, both of which are known to result
in perturbations of luminal fluid composition.

Introduction

We are used to thinking of the extracellular
environment surrounding mammalian cells as a
homeostatically controlled environment which, under
normal circumstances, shows only moderate changes in ion
composition. However the luminal fluid environment in
many org ans effectively lies “outside” the body. It is a
product of the cells of the organ and is not directly
controlled by whole-body homeostasis.A good example of
a hollow ducted organ is the pancreas where the luminal
fluid outflow from the exocrine part of the pancreas is
generated through the coordinated secretory and absorptive
activities of the exocrine epithelial cells. We know very
little about the composition of this luminal fluid
environment, and in particular have no knowledge of
possible local and dynamic changes. This paper discusses
past work and shows an example of the recent methods we
are using in our studies of the luminal microenvironment.

Microenvironments in hollow organs

In vivo the exocrine gland lumen is a low-volume,
complex structure with many microvilli projecting into the
space from the surrounding epithelial cells1,2 that would act
as a physical barrier to free diffusion (Figure 1). So
although intralumenal fluid has been analyzed as it exits the
gland3 or by sampling along the ducts4-6 these methods miss
possible local and fast changes in luminal fluid
composition.

Figure 1. Transmission electron micrograph of the acinar
lumen in end-pieces of exocrine mouse pancreas.This
section is taken at the terminal secretory endpiece with the
lumen defined by the surrounding acinar cells. The lumen in
not an empty space but is a complex small volume with
many protruding microvilli and convoluted cell boundaries.
Scale bar 2µm.

Looking at other hollow org ans, where a mucous
layer is present, a luminal microenvironment is also created
here. The lungs are bounded on one side by the apical cell
membrane and on the other side by air, leaving an aqueous
mucous layer ∼30µm deep.7 Within this layer ion
concentrations are under the control of the surface epithelial
cells8 and likely to be part of a process of regulation. For
example, in the cervix, the pH within the mucous lining is
under the regulation of the oestrus cycle9 and is thought to
be governed by an apically located proton pump the
V-ATPase. In the male reproductive system a luminal acid
environment in the epididymis is critical to normal
function, immobilizing the sperm in this region as they
mature.10 Once again it is thought to be controlled by apical
V-ATPase activity that is part of a complex regulation that
likely includes other apical transporters like the cystic
fibrosis transmembrane regulator (CFTR).11

Exocrine secretion

In all exocrine glands the secretory outflow exits the
gland through a duct (Figure 2). Upstream the duct
branches multiple times, each branch lined by a single layer
of duct cells. Further upstream the duct branching continues
with divisions getting finer and finer and terminating in a
closed-ended lumen at the secretory end-pieces that are
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Figure 2. Anatomy of exocrine glands. A.shows the
branching duct system that runs through the organ.B. The
ducts end at secretory endpieces that are closed and termi-
nate with the secretory acinar cells. The luminal environ-
ment is entirely generated by the duct and acinar cells and
the nature of the intercellular barrier.

surrounded by the enzyme-secreting acinar cells. This tree
like ductal structure is generated by tight junction links
between neighbouring epithelial cells. The contents of the
lumen are therefore separated from the main organ and
entirely created by the characteristic permeabilities of the
tight junctions and the action of ion channels and pumps on
the cells’ apical membranes.1

At a relatively low spatial resolution there is evidence
from micropuncture studies to support regional differences
in the composition of luminal fluid.4,5 In the salivary glands
it has been shown that the so-called primary output, largely
that of the acinar cells and measured at the intercalated
ducts, is isotonic with the serum.12,13 However, the final
salivary output is hypotonic to the serum with measured
decreases in chloride, potassium and sodium12 with Young
(on a CJ Martin Travelling Fellowship) and Schogel13

showing that the ion changes occur in the major ducts of the
salivary gland. We now know that CFTR is highly enriched
on the duct cell apical membrane9 and is a key player in a
multi-step process of chloride-bicarbonate exchange that
reduces luminal chloride concentrations in the duct in
exchange for cellular bicarbonate.14,15

The luminal composition and potential actions of
calcium and pH in the exocrine gland

Tw o important ions, known to play a signalling role
in the extracellular environment, are calcium and protons.
While it is known that they are part of the composition of
the lumenal fluid their regulation and any physiological
consequences of their presence remain poorly understood.

Luminal calcium

Extracellular calcium in the serum is homeostatically
regulated at a concentration of around 2 mM. But in the
exocrine gland lumen, the calcium concentration measured
statically, has been described as anywhere from 400 nM and
2 mM.16 Ceccarelli et al.17 measured the calcium
concentration in the outflow from the whole pancreas and
demonstrated a differential contribution of the cell types,

with duct cells providing relatively little calcium compared
to acinar cells. Very little is known about the mechanisms
moving calcium into and out of the pancreatic lumen except
that the secretory granules of the acinar cells contain a high
calcium concentration17-19 (with estimates up to 200 mM
total calcium19) that, on granule fusion, would be released
into the lumen potentially promoting large local changes in
extracellular calcium.20 The other source of luminal
calcium is the possible outflow from the cell and across the
lumenal membrane due to the activity of the plasma
membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA) which has been shown
to be directly coupled to the oscillatory changes in the
agonist-evoked intracellular calcium concentration.21 In
order for calcium to appear in the lumen it would have to be
specifically moved across the apical cell membrane. It is not
clear which PMCA isoform might be located on the apical
membrane but immunolocalization experiments show
PMCA4 as a possible candidate.22

In the pancreas both an apical PMCA and granule
fusion could act in consort to promote increases in luminal
calcium. These changes in luminal calcium concentration
might target the G-protein coupled calcium-receptor (CaR –
which is sensitive to changes in extracellular calcium)
known to be present in the apical membrane of acinar and
duct cells.23 Activation of the CaR can be coupled to
elevations of intracellular calcium, decreases in cAMP, as
well as the activation of various kinases.24 Stimulation of
the CaR of the acinar cells in an autocrine manner may
therefore be an important positive or neg ative feedback
regulator of acinar cell function.25 Here it is useful to
mention recent work on cell behaviour in stomach pits
where the CaR is found on the apical domain26 and where a
local feedback mechanism of calcium exit via the PMCA is
sufficient to activate the CaR and stimulate cellular
responses.27

Increased lumenal calcium might also affect granule
fusion dynamics which have been shown, in other cell
types, to be dependent on extracellular calcium.28 We hav e
shown that post-fusion behaviour of the secretory granules
in the acinar cells is complex with the fusion pore, that
forms between the granule and the cell membrane, capable
of opening and closing.29 In endocrine cells, where fusion
pore dynamics have been well studied, it has been shown
that high extracellular calcium promotes closure of this
fusion pore.28 If a similar behaviour were found in acinar
cells then a rise in luminal calcium could provide a negative
feedback signal shutting the fusion pore and preventing
further release of enzymes.

Luminal pH

The pH of the lumen is also not well defined, again
the outflow of the gland can be measured (pH 8.5 from the
whole pancreas30) but it is likely that pH shows regional
changes along the lumen. Unlike calcium, the mechanisms
that might regulate luminal pH are better understood and
include sodium-proton exchange, bicarbonate and chloride
transporters31,32 and the plasma membrane calcium pump33

(PMCA).
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On acinar cell stimulation a rise in intracellular
calcium, triggers the opening of apical chloride channels
and movement of chloride from the cell into the lumen.34

This chloride outflow is balanced by a basolateral chloride
influx through the sodium-potassium-2chloride
cotransporter and through a chloride-bicarbonate
exchanger.35 In this way trans-epithelial chloride transport
can be maintained over extended periods of time. It has
been shown that during this stimulated chloride movement,
intracellular pH is maintained by basolateral proton efflux
through a sodium-proton counter transporter, NHE1.36 This
model for secretion suggests that luminal pH changes in the
secretory end-pieces are not under direct cellular control
(see Figure 4 for proposed model).

In the downstream duct cells, apical bicarbonate
movement is tightly linked to chloride movement and it is
the relatively high luminal bicarbonate concentration that
gives rise to the alkaline pH of the total organ outflow.6 The
precise mechanism of bicarbonate secretion is still
unknown but it is believed that bicarbonate either enters the
cell through a basolateral sodium-bicarbonate co-
transporter or is produced in the cellvia the action of
carbonic anhydrase.6 Bicarbonate outflow into the lumen is
balanced by basolateral proton loss either through the NHE
or through the V-ATPase.37 At the apical membrane of the
duct cells chloride efflux is most probably largely mediated
by CFTR and this acts in consort with a chloride-
bicarbonate exchanger to raise luminal bicarbonate.38

While bicarbonate is the most commonly thought of
luminal pH buffer, work in the salivary gland has shown
that phosphate and secreted proteins are also significant pH
buffers.39 In particular the proteins secreted from the acinar
cells, when the salivary glands are stimulated, are thought
to have a significant pH buffering action.

The above discussion suggests that the luminal
environment of the ducts might possess significant pH
buffering power but buffering in the lumen in the secretory
endpieces remains unknown. Thus local gradients and
transients of pH might still be established, especially in the
secretory endpieces where the contents of the highly acidic
secretory granules (pH < 6.040) would release protons in to
the lumen. Here the pH shifts are likely to be large and this
has the potential to locally regulate exocytosis (inhibits
below pH 6.541) and endocytosis.30 These pH changes
might also affect epithelial cell ion channels such as the
CLC-2 chloride channel42 that are activated by acid pH
(enhanced at pH less than 7.443), or TASK potassium
channels that are inhibited at acid pH.44

Functional consequences of the pancreatic luminal
environment for enzyme activity

Fluid flow and fluid composition in the pancreas is
principally an aqueous vehicle for pancreatic enzyme
secretion. It provides the bulk fluid flow necessary to drive
pancreatic output to the small intestine. However it is also
likely to play a significant role in the dynamics of enzyme
activation. Many enzymes are secreted as precursors that
are activated at the small intestine but at the point of

pancreatic outflow optimal conditions in the fluid
constituents will ensure maximal enzyme activity. For
example high calcium is a requirement for the functioning
on many of the secreted enzymes including amylase,
trypsin and lipase.17 An alkali pH is also associated with
optimal activity for many enzymes.45 Calcium released as a
result of granule fusion in the acinar cells and HCO3

− from
the activity of the duct cells will therefore act in consort to
deliver the optimal fluid environment for enzyme activity in
the small intestine.

Our measures of pH in the lumen show dramatic
acidification associated with exocytosis

Using two-photon microscopy on tissue fragments,
largely consisting of secretory endpieces46 we have recently
recorded dramatic luminal acidification on cell stimulation
(Figure 3). We show that this acidification is coincident
with granule fusion and likely arises from the release of
protons that are contained within the granule and then get
released when the granule fuses with the apical plasma
membrane.

In these experiments we use extracellular fluorescent
dyes to record exocytosis; the dyes enter the granule,
through the open fusion pore (at the time shown by the
dotted vertical line in Figure 3). Usually we employ inert
extracellular dyes, like sulforhodamine B (SRB47) and have
shown that these dyes enter the granule after fusion,
accumulate on the granule content (giving the initial peak in
the SRB granule fluorescence in Figure 3). As granule
content is lost the bound dye also comes out until a point is
reached where the granule is empty of its original content
but still filled with aqueous solution that contains SRB
(leading to the decline of fluorescence to a plateau seen in
the SRB granule fluorescence in Figure 348).

In experiments exploring pH changes we add the pH-
sensitive dye, 8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid,
trisodium salt, HPTS32 to the extracellular solution and
record its fluorescent changes (SRB is also present in these
experiments). In our system the wav elengths of excitation
and emission light we use lead to a decrease of HPTS
fluorescence on acidification. As seen in Figure 3 the HPTS
granule fluorescence rises much more slowly than the SRB
fluorescence. This is unlikely to reflect differences in dye
binding to granule content (since MPTS, a pH-insensitive
dye with a close structural similarity to HPTS shows similar
fluorescence changes to SRB, data not shown). Insteadthe
relatively slow rise in HPTS granule fluorescence is due to
the initial acid environment of the granule quenching the
HPTS signal.Tracking the luminal fluorescence changes in
a region of interest immediately adjacent to the exocytic
site, shows a small increase in SRB fluorescence (as the
content-bound dye diffuses out of the granule) but shows a
dramatic, transient decrease in HPTS fluorescence.
Calibration of the pH-dependent changes in HPTS
fluorescence, assuming a starting pH of 7.4, gives us an
estimate of the actual pH change which in this example is
nearly one pH unit; a ten fold increase in proton
concentration.
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Figure 3. A single granule fusion event elicits a large transient acidification of the lumen.A shows a low magnification
image, taken before stimulation, of a cluster of acinar cells at the end of a larger fra gment of tissue. The tissue is bathed in
a Na-rich extracellular media containing no pH buffer with the fluorescent dyes HPTS (blue) and SRB (red) added.The
colour image is the resultant overlay of blue and red and shows that the dyes are largely colocalized outside the fragment
and inside the lumen seen as the branching diagonal structure across the centre of the image. Scale bar 5µm. B shows an
enlarged series of images taken over the times indicated on the graph in C.The two circles highlight regions of interest
drawn over the lumen and over the exocytic event – also indicated by the arrow. Image (i) is before the event occurs, image
(ii) is at the peak of the influx of extracellular dye into the fused granule. At this point (image ii) the granule appears red
because the SRB (red) fluorescence is unaffected by granule acidity where-as the HPTS (blue) is quenched. Finally image
(iii) is taken at a later time in the granule lifetime at a point where the pH is in equilibrium with the lumen.C shows the
average intensity of the SRB and HPTS fluorescence plotted over time in the region of interest of the granule and in the
region of interest of the lumen.

These pH changes are summarized in Figure 4 which
shows that on exocytosis the lumen acidifies.Given the
dramatic pH changes we now observe (Figure 3), we expect
that these are likely to be important physiologically
potentially influencing the PMCA, the apical chloride
channels or even the exocytotic/endocytotic process itself
(Figure 4).

Changes in the luminal environment in disease

The composition of the luminal fluid is under
physiological control and in diseases, such as cystic fibrosis
and pancreatitis, even measures of total secretory output

from the organ show changes in composition. Our data
suggest that local dynamic changes in the luminal content
may be even more dramatic and may be a critical factor in
the development of these diseases.

Cystic fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that arises from mutations
in a chloride channel (CFTR). It is disabling and can lead to
premature death. Since this chloride channel is
physiologically involved in fluid secretion it is not
surprising that luminal constituents are affected.5 In the
lung these pathological changes increase the viscosity of
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Figure 4. Illustration of some of the membrane transport
mechanisms likely to be effective in pH balance in
exocrine acinar cells.Here we show the acidification and
likely increase in calcium that result from exocytosis. In
turn these luminal changes have the possibility to act on the
PMCA, chloride channels, the secretory process itself and
the calcium receptor.

the secretions lining the lung leading to higher rates of
infection and impaired lung function.7 In exocrine tissues
the role of the chloride channel in bicarbonate exchange
impairs fluid secretion and, in the pancreas this can lead to
organ damage and a reduction in enzyme secretion.49

Interestingly in cystic fibrosis patients very large shifts to an
acid pH have been observed in lung breath condensate
(from pH 6.15 in normal to 5.32 in cystic fibrosis50) and
pancreas output (from pH 8.5 in normal to 6.6 in cystic
fibrosis30). Since ion channels and the secretory process
itself are sensitive to pH in this range it is probable that the
disease-induced acidification of the luminal environment
will have consequences for the regulation of ion channels
and granule membrane recovery30 and therefore contribute
to the disease phenotype.

Pancreatitis

Pancreatitis is a disease of the pancreas that is
initiated by intraglandular activation of enzymes51 and leads
to symptoms including severe pain, nausea, inflammation
and tissue damage. Current treatments are limited to
symptomatic care such as relief of pain and inflammation.52

Aberrant pancreatic enzyme secretion is thought to be a key
step in disease progression with a paradoxical reduction in
whole-gland secretion but an increase in acinar cell enzyme
secretion.51 Not surprisingly the lumen content changes and
these changes include a 3 fold rise in calcium in the
pancreatic outflow53 and an acidification, measured at the
duodenal outflow of the pancreas from pH 7.0 to 6.1.53

Together these changes in calcium and pH would
potentially promote autoactivation of pancreatic trypsin,
one of the hallmarks of the disease55,56 and indeed weak-
base treatment using chloroquine has been shown to be
effective in ameliorating pancreatitis.57 We would predict
that acinar cell hyper-secretion would dramatically acidify
and raise calcium in the lumen of the secretory endpieces

exerting not only a local influence on the acinar cells but
influencing the behaviour of the duct cells downstream in
the gland.

Concluding remarks

There is clear evidence that the luminal environment
of hollow org ans is dynamically altered by the activity of
the cells that line the lumen. Furthermore, studies show that
the composition of this luminal fluid changes in disease
states. Whatwe now show is that there is a possibility for
very local and dramatic changes in the luminal constituents
that could well be a key feedback regulator of organ
function.

Methods

Imaging vesicular secretion. We hav e published
extensively on the use of the two photon microscopy for the
study of single granule secretory events in pancreatic acinar
cells1 and described experiments using the entry of
extracellular fluorescent dyes to identify granule fusion. In
these published experiments we show that the extracellular
dye, under our conditions labels the secretory granules. In
principle the dye would enter any endocytic compartment.
But we show that the fluorescent labelling of granules is in
the right place (only apical in polarized epithelia), occurs
with the right time course (compared to measures of
enzyme secretion) and labels structures of the right size for
granules (∼0.8µm in acinar cells). Furthermore, in
immunocytochemical data we show that fluorescently
labelled granules also contain residual amounts of
chymotrypsinogen (a specific secretory enzyme only found
in zymogen granules).29 In the experiments shown in this
review SRB and HPTS were both added to the extracellular
solution at a concentration of 400µM.

Electron microscopy. Standard techniques of tissue
preparation and transmission electron microscopy were
used. Tissue fragments were fixed in glutaraldehyde using a
microwave method. After dehydration tissue was mounted
in epon resin and 70nm thin sections prepared for imaging.
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